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Abstract
Consider the first-order delay differential equation
0

x (t) +

m
X

t ≥ 0,

pi (t)x(τi (t)) = 0;

i=1

where, for every i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}, pi is a continuous real-valued function in the interval [0, ∞),
and τi is a real-valued function on [0, ∞) such that
τi (t) ≤ t for all

t≥0

and

lim τi (t) = ∞,

t→∞

and the discrete analogue difference equation
∆x(n) +

m
X

pi (n)x(τi (n)) = 0;

n = 0, 1, . . . ,

i=1

where, for every i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}, {pi (n)} are real sequences, and {τi (n)} are sequences of
integers such that
τi (n) ≤ n

for all

n = 0, 1, . . .

and

lim τi (n) = ∞.

n→∞

Several optimal oscillation conditions for the above equations are presented.
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